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1833 Drinking 
Fountain Bar

18" (457mm)

 33"
(838mm)

6"
(152mm)

Drinking fountain bars 
alert sight-impaired of 
obstruction of drinking 
fountain. The 1833WX  
has a 4” extension to 
set bar into a concrete 
floor.  

230  
Sitz Bath Bar
Wall-mounted bar with outrigger for stability.
When sitting in sitz bath, if the bather’s right 
hand grips the vertical, specify right hand.  
If reverse, specify left.

(305mm)
12"

(127mm)
5"

24"
(610mm)

30"
(762mm)

18" (457mm)

4" (102mm)

33"
(838mm)

6"
(152mm)

For Concrete Installation

1833WX
Drinking Fountain
Bar with 4” Extension

These shower bars are Series H/R-1 satin finish
stainless steel with 1 1⁄2" O.D. tubing (38mm) and 

exposed screw flanges.
(A) H-36/R-1 Basic Straight Bar; 

(B) H-2424V/R-1, LH Shower Bar with Vertical arm;
(C) H-483/R-1 Wraparound Bar; 

(D) H-1632/R-1, RH Horizontal/Vertical Bar.

The 2424V and 3636V are 
multi-purpose bars that  
provide a vertical arm and 
two horizontal supports. 
When entering tub, if the 
bather’s right hand grips the 
vertical, specify right hand.   
If reverse, specify left.

B oth vertical and horizontal bars are recommended for  
stability in the shower. TSM recommends vertical bars 
at the point of entry to the shower and a horizontal bar 

on the service wall. Fastener kits are ordered separately  
(see page 23).  

Dimensions are centerline unless noted otherwise.

Specialty Bars

Shower Bars

B D

A

C

Offers support on all three 
walls of shower. Bar is 
custom fabricated to finish 
wall dimensions. The 483 
has smooth, one-piece con-
struction with no sleeves. 
The 483/C-70 is fabricated 
and shipped in components 
with sleeved mid-support 
covering joint connection.

483  
Wraparound Bar 4" (102mm)

  4"

2424V   
Shower Bar with Vertical Arm

4" (102mm) 

24" 

24" (610mm)

 4"

32"
(813mm)

3636V  
Tub/Shower Bar

(914mm)
36" 28"

32"
(813mm)

8" (203mm)

4" (102mm)

(711mm)

483/C-70
Wraparound Bar with Sleeved Mid Support

Internal Dowel 4" 

(102mm)  
4"

adhesive Included

20"
(508mm)

(305mm) 12"

8"
(203mm) 22" (559mm)

202  
Urinal Bar 

6011
Floor-to-Ceiling Grab Bar
Available in 11⁄ 2" or 11⁄4" 16 gauge 
tubing (38,32&1.7mm). The floor 
flange is welded; the sleeved 
ceiling flange attaches to the 
tubing with set screws to  
facilitate installation.  
Specify desired length.

Tubular SpecialTieS Mfg.   800/GrabBar (800/472-2227)  • Fax: 310/217-0653

2424VL  

Left Hand Shown

3636VR  

Right Hand Shown

230L  

Left Hand Shown


